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Set your Preferences. 
Units & Increments ALWAYS. 

Composition: Text Wrap set to 
Justify next to an Object. 
 
Appearance of Black: See settings. 
 
Display Performance: Default View 
of High Quality (unless your 
program starts running too slowly) 

Reminder: 
At any time you would like to check 
how text looks in a text box before you 
put the actual text in, you can always 
fill it with Placeholder Text in InDesign, 
which takes the place of the traditional 
“Lorem Ipsum” known as “greeking”.  
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http://www.thinkso.com/sayso/wp-content/
uploads/2009/06/5_spread.jpg 

Build your Master Pages FIRST. 
A-Master is a spread.  Be sure you’re working on your 
Master Page and not Page. 
Draw 4 text boxes on the 4 columns shown on the spread. 

Click arrow on bottom right corner of each text box on your MASTER PAGE. 
When clicked, a little box of lines will appear.  Click the next box and the two  
are threaded.  When you insert text on the PAGE, it will automatically flow  
for as long as it needs to. 

Now create a Master Page for any full-page images.  You need to have at 
least one full-page image in your article, using this Master Page; however,  
will have other images to place throughout the article however you wish.   

Draw an image box over both columns and within margins. 
 
Remember you are still only working in Master Pages!  NOT PAGES!   
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Assuming you are going to use an 
offset or web press, make it a habit  
to just have one plate (=ink) have 
to hit when it comes to body copy. 
For other elements on the page, 
absolutely build a rich black  
using all colors! 

Know that this default Black is  
not a build. 
You will use it to set up your 
Character Style for the article text. 
 
(Even if you pull it into a CMYK 
mode, it’s still only 1 color.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BUT… 
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For other richer (and larger) elements,  
create a Rich Black build.   
Create one and then make a swatch you can use 
repeatedly for consistency.  

(When sending to a press in the 
future, call this vendor and ask for 
their preferred build per their presses.   
They will know what you mean and  
overjoyed that you asked.) 

Do not set Basic Character 
Formats or Character Color.   
Your Character Style  
will handle this.  

Decide if you want to 
do a first line indent 
OR 
a space after.  
NOT BOTH. 
 
Hit Preview to see. 
 
Alignment Left, 
Balance Ragged Lines 
 
If you would rather use 
Justified Right 
alignment (and  
explore controlling 
rivers of space),  
see me.  

Set your Basic Character Formats  
and Character Color as shown. You have freedom with this Style! 

 
Be sure it’s not based on anything  
(it will default to Article Character). 
  
Then set your Character Formats, Color, 
and anything else that you would like 
that makes sense.   
 
Remember that you can adjust this as 
you design.  But ASSIGN this style to 
the correct words in the text.  When 
you adjust the Character Style, all words 
assigned to this will change at one.   
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No Fill, no Stroke. 
No text wrap. 
 
(Additional directions to come in regards to 
images within the article.  You will adjust 
this style while working in Pages.) 

Now work in Pages.   
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“No Fill, no Stroke. 
 
Be sure there is a Text Wrap. 
Adjust the Offset to what you  
would like, using Preview.” 

Should be taken care of by  
your assigned Character Style,  
but check anyway. 

Should be taken care of by  
your assigned Character Style,  
but check anyway. 
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Should be taken care of by  
your assigned Character Style,  
but check anyway. 

Read article and find images for this article. 
It is understood that images are FPO (For Placement Only) 
and may not be to spec.  Student does not need to type 
FPO over image. 

Remember about “image” on first page. 
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PAGE���
LAYOUT 101 ���
reminders!	


1. Shapes (color, value contrast); 2. Living things and eyes; 3. Photos or art;  
4. Headline (some see this #2); 5. Body Copy; 6. Company’s logo 

SUMMARY 
� Control the read of the page 
◦ Usually top left to bottom right in Western 

countries (and most countries under influence 
of Western brands or political history). 

�  Focal point.  
◦  Sometimes white space can be a focal point. 

� Gravity of Page 
◦  Bottom right has it naturally.  Work with it. 
◦  Be aware of where subjects’ eyes or 

directional aspects of objects are looking/
pointing. 
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SUMMARY 
� Control the read of the page 
◦ Usually top left to bottom right in Western 

countries (and most countries under influence 
of Western brands or political history). 

�  Focal point.  
◦  Sometimes white space can be a focal point. 

� Gravity of Page 
◦  Bottom right has it naturally.  Work with it. 
◦  Be aware of where subjects’ eyes and  

other directional aspects of objects that  
are looking/pointing. 
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SUMMARY 
� Align all work to a GRID.  Grids change,  

but the basic idea of horizontal and 
vertical lines the relate to each other is 
the main point. 
◦ USE programs’ grids and guides.   
◦ THINK via a grid when designing before you 

get into the particulars.   

GRID to your layout 

� Turn on document grid 
� Lock all artwork 
� Add new layer.  Diagram via large shapes 

over photos and boxes of type.  Pull up 
guides and see how things are lining up.  
SEE first.  THEN fix. 
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